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Dorchester ACV - 8th Armoured Division 1941
The AEC ACV (Armoured Command Vehicle) was one of
a series of such vehicles built by the British Associated
Equipment Company during the Second World War.  Such
vehicles were essentially armoured buses based on truck
chassis and the UK was the only country to develop and
widely employ this purpose-built armoured command
form of transport.  Just over 400 were built in all for use
by the British Army and carried the facility for a single
.303 Bren light machine gun which was carried inside.
The ACV was big and comfortable, as a result of which
the troops nicknamed it Dorchester after the luxury

hotel on Park Lane in London.
To launch this piece of new tooling, Oxford has decorated
the ACV in a dark green/dark grey camouflage scheme as
used by the 8th Armoured Division in 1941.  The chassis
and wheel hubs are also dark green.  The Division’s
military number is printed on both sides of the cab and
across the back.  They have also named their truck
Hermann, printed boldly in red on the bonnet, while
additional military numbering appears on the front and
rear mudguards.  One final detail comprises the authentic
‘rivets’ on the vehicle, which are shown up to great effect
by the dark colour scheme.

SCALE PRICE
76DOR001 1:76 £8.95

NEWDorchester ACV - 8th
Armoured Division 1941

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76SH006 1:76 £11.95

NEWScammell Highwayman Low
Loader - London Brick Co.

SCALE PRICE
76DBU003 1:76 £26.95

NEWScania Topline Drawbar 
Unit - Eddie Stobart

Scammell Highwayman Low Loader - 
London Brick Company
Oxford’s latest model on the Scammell Highwayman Low

Loader comes in the bright red and black colour
scheme of the London Brick Company

registered 309 KTM.  The company’s block
lettering in white with black

outline appears on the doors
of the Scammell cab and

the headboard features

Phorpres Bricks.  This interesting product name is
apparently a derivation of ‘four pressed’.  Most early brick
presses applied two presses to the powdered clay when
moulding.  However, the London Brick Company was one
firm that pressed them twice in each direction, hence
‘four pressed’ which if pronounced quickly resulted in the
shortened ‘Phorpres’.
This latest release featuring the London Brick Company
will team up very nicely with the AEC Matador Wrecker
76AEC004.

Scania Topline Drawbar Unit - Eddie Stobart
Eddie Stobart Ltd has a large fleet of these ultra modern
drawbar units and our latest 1:76 scale miniature features
the company’s Sustainable Distribution livery in the
signature green, red and white colour scheme.  The rear

of the truck carries the Road Train wording with
StobartGroup.com web address.  Registered PE61 KOX,
the model also carries the customary girls’ names above
the Scania radiator grille.  The detailed cab unit is white
with Stobart printed above the windscreen.  The intricate
modern graphics are reproduced in several shades of
green above a red skirt.  The drawbar unit comes with a
silver roof, green body with red and white lettering.  
The chassis and interior of the vehicle are both black 
and the model is finished off with silver wheels.

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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SCALE PRICE
76SHL07WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline - Eddie
Stobart - Paul Hanagan

SCALE PRICE
76SHL08WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline - Eddie
Stobart - Ryan Moore

SCALE PRICE
76SHL09WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline - Eddie
Stobart - Frankie Dettori

Scania Highline - Eddie Stobart - Paul Hanagan
Oxford continues the mini-series of authentic Stobart
Scania Highline Trucks featuring British flat racing 

jockeys, this time portraying the highly successful Paul
Hanagan. Born in 1980, Paul started riding at the age of
14 and has had an amazing racing career.  He was
crowned Champion Jockey in both 2010 and 2011. 

Scania Highline - Eddie Stobart - Ryan Moore
Our next truck features Ryan Moore, who attained the
title in 2006, 2008 and 2009, as well as Flat Jockey of the
Year in 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2014. Born in Brighton 

in 1983, his wide racing career includes high profile wins
at home and abroad. 
Our truck, registered PX64 TXK, sees Ryan striding out
high in the saddle on both sides of the trailer and again
across the rear in jubilant mood. 

Scania Highline - Eddie Stobart - Frankie Dettori
Frankie Dettori is one of the best known and best loved
jockeys in the British racing world.  He has been flat
racing Champion Jockey three times and has ridden the

winners of over 500 Group races during his extensive
career.  On the racing field, his ‘flying dismount’ has been
his popular trademark, too.
On our Stobart truck we see Frankie in the same racing
colour on both sides of the trailer and then riding into
the winners’ enclosure on the rear.  
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1:76 SCALE  
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Range Rover Vogue 2013 - Luxor
Faithful followers of Land Rover and Range
Rover in miniature will delight at Oxford’s
brand new Range Rover Vogue, replicating
the latest in the luxury end of this famous
marque.  In real life the Vogue retails at
around £74,000 and comes with every
physical comfort for both driver and
passengers, excellent performance with a
maximum speed of between 130 -140 mph
and average fuel consumption ranging from 
21 to 40 mpg.    
A pipedream for most of us who can’t or wouldn’t want
to afford the real beast, Oxford’s well detailed replica is a
fine and much more affordable example in 1:76 scale.
Registered WN13 RUH, the model is decorated in a
metallic beige which shows off the contrasting silver trim
to great advantage.  The window pillars are black and the

wheel hubs are silver.  The interior seating is moulded in
dark brown.  The distinctive radiator grille features the
Land Rover badge, which also appears on the rear along
with the Range Rover Vogue lettering.  The model is yet
another fine piece to add to your Land Rover timeline. 

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76DIS001 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Discovery 4

SCALE PRICE
76FRE001 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Freelander

SCALE PRICE
76RR001 1:76 £4.75

Range Rover Evoque

SCALE PRICE
76LRDF003 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Defender 90 -
Orkney Grey

SCALE PRICE
76LRD006 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Discovery 3 -
Cairns Blue Metallic

SCALE PRICE
76RAN001 1:76 £4.95

NEWRange Rover Vogue 
2013 - Luxor
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1:76 SCALE
Austin A40 MkII - Glen Green/Snowberry White
Built by BMC between 1958 and 1967, the Austin A40 was
classed as a small family car.  Over 340,000 were built 
during its lifetime.  Our model is based on the two-door
family saloon, registered AJG 204B from 1964 and for its
latest outing is decorated in a delicate pale green with
creamy white roof and silver trim.  The A40 marque is also
finished in silver on the rear while the Austin badge is printed
on the front of the bonnet.  A fine piece of 1960s nostalgia! 

Ford Capri MkIII - Caspian Blue/Strato Silver
Our latest release on this cult car from the 1980s
is decorated in a metallic blue and features a
sporty red and silver stripe along the body, 
which incorporates Capri 2.8 injection lettering.
Our sleek little replica has a pale grey interior,
black steering wheel, silver wheels and black

chassis.  The Ford logo sits in the middle of
the matt black front grille and other detail
includes black masking to door handles,
wipers, windows, pillars and bumpers.  

Vauxhall Wyvern - Morocco Red
The Vauxhall Wyvern was a family car produced at
the Company’s Luton factory.  The Oxford model is
based on the E series four-door version which
entered production in 1952.  Decorated in dark red,
with beige interior, the fifth in the series of our 1:76
scale replica is registered LAB 207 and features
whitewall tyres with dark red hubs.  An additional
detail sees the metal sun visor above the windscreen
also in dark red. The radiator grille features the
signature Wyvern chrome surround along with
chrome bumpers and two silver bonnet side flashes.

Jaguar D Type - Winner Lime Rock 1957 - Walt Hansgen
American Walt Edwin Hansgen was a successful road racer during the
1950s and 1960s, including Formula One racing.  He
drove for both Lotus and Cooper during his career
which was cut short at the age of only 46, when
he was tragically killed in a racing crash.  
Our model of his Jaguar D Type is a replica of the
car in which he won at Lime Rock in 1957.
Decorated in white with double purple stripe down the
bonnet, the car carries the race number 58.  With silver wheels,
the chassis and interior are moulded in a contrasting black. 

SCALE PRICE
76DTYP003 1:76 £4.75

NEWJaguar D Type - Winner Lime
Rock 1957 - Walt Hansgen

SCALE PRICE
76CAP006 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Capri MkIII - Caspian
Blue/Strato Silver

SCALE PRICE
76AA006 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin A40 MkII - Glen
Green/Snowberry White

SCALE PRICE
76VWY005 1:76 £4.75

NEWVauxhall Wyvern -
Morocco Red
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AVIATION  

Focke Wulf 190D-9, 12./JG54, Germany 1944
The Focke Wulf 190 was designed by Kurt Tank and first
took to the skies in 1939 before being introduced into
service in 1941.  The long-nosed 190D-9 version,
nicknamed ‘Dora’, was introduced in 1944 and around
1800 were produced before WWII hostilities ended. 
The Oxford 1:72 scale replica is as flown by Hans
Dortenmann 12JG, Oldenburg in 1944.  He was one of

the highest scoring German aces,
credited with 38 victories on 156 combat

missions, 18 victories being accomplished
flying the D-9 ‘Dora’.  He was the most
successful German pilot in this particular
aircraft and was decorated with the Iron

Cross, German Cross in gold and finally the
Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross.  Hans
survived the war and died on 1st April 1973. 
Decorated in a green and brown camouflage

scheme with light blue underbelly, our FW 190-D
replica also features a yellow undernose panel and a
yellow tail fin decorated with the Swastika.  Markings
include black and matt white bands circling the rear
fuselage, Luftwaffe crosses on both sides of the fuselage
and lower wings, as well as white crosses on the upper
wings.  The interior and the wheel hubs are moulded
green and the aircraft also features dark green propeller
blades with black spinner.  Rust brown exhaust pipes and
matt black gun barrels complete this fine model. 

Boulton Paul Defiant - 
RAF 277 Sqn. 1942

The Boulton Paul Defiant,
designed as a two-seater, turret

armed fighter aircraft, entered service
with the RAF in December 1939.

Nicknamed ‘Daffy’, the aircraft had its
shortcomings including the disadvantage of not

having a forward gun firing capability, although it
proved very effective as a night fighter.  This
lack of firing ability saw the Defiant being
reduced to other supporting roles from 1942
including an Air Sea Rescue role, the period
on which our model is based.

Decorated in the RAF green and dark grey camouflage
scheme with grey underbelly, RAF markings are printed
on the tail fin, with the roundel appearing on both sides
of the fuselage as well.  The gun turret features the rear
facing guns painted matt black.  The cockpit interior and
canopy cover are both green.  Additional features
comprise silver wing lights and Pitot tube, rust brown
exhaust pipes and yellow tips to the black propellers. 

NEWFocke Wulf 190D-9,
12./JG54, Germany 1944

SCALE PRICE
AC057 1:72 £13.95

NEWBoulton Paul Defiant - 
RAF 277 Sqn. 1942

SCALE PRICE
AC058 1:72 £14.95

1:72 
SCALE
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
JI008 1:43 £22.95

NEWJensen Interceptor MkIII -
Oakland Green/Tan

Jensen Interceptor MkIII - Oakland Green/Tan
Modelled on the real-life MkIII upgrade of the GT class
car from the mid 1960s, our latest release on the 1:43
scale Jensen Interceptor is decorated in a deep green
with contrasting tan roof.  The interior mirrors the tan
colour scheme apart from the dashboard top and steering
wheel which are both black. Registered JXE 753K from

1971, exterior detail includes driver’s and passenger 
door mirrors, vented bonnet and detailed wheel centres
which are reproduced in blue to emulate the real vehicle.
A silver chrome stylish finish is given to bumpers, wheels
and window frames, including the Jensen signature rear
wrap-around window.

SCALE PRICE
JAGV12001 1:43 £21.95

Jaguar V12 - Light Blue

SCALE PRICE
BCF001 1:43 £21.95

Bentley S1 Continental
Fastback - Shell Grey 

SCALE PRICE
AH1001 1:43 £22.95

Austin-Healey 100 BN1
[Hood] - Healey Blue
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AMERICAN

Mobile Trailer - RAC
Here at Oxford, we’ve already modelled a 1:76
scale version of this mobile trailer in Royal
Automobile Club Mobile Office livery and in the
colour scheme of muted blue and white,
registration plate TXT 355 and RAC logo of the
era, it’s a real trip down memory lane.  Detailing
even includes the chassis tow hook assembly.
The new N scale Mobile Trailer tooling was
launched in Issue 188 with Bob’s Hot Dogs, so
this second release could not be more different.
It’s a great little model for collectors of roadside
rescue vehicles and the RAC in particular.  

AEC Matador Artillery Tractor - Royal Artillery, Malta
Collectors will recall having seen this model in 1:76 scale and
now for those of you who have N scale military preferences,
we are pleased to introduce it with the same high
level of detail as its counterpart. The vehicle comes
in a two-tone desert colour scheme as used by the
Allied forces in Malta during WWII. The Royal Artillery

Malta was a transport wing of the British
Army used to help the British and US

forces stationed on the island. 

1965 Ford Mustang Convertible -
Wimbledon White/Guardsman Blue
In real life, this was and arguably still
is, one of the prettiest convertibles
around.  Launched quite recently as a
1:87 scale Oxford American series
miniature, we see it on its third outing in
sparkling white with a distinctive double blue stripe
along the bonnet which is repeated down the back. The
colour of the stripe is also echoed in the interior.  The
hood, dashboard and steering wheel are all moulded
black.  Whitewall tyres with silver trim add to the opulent
look of the model which is rounded off with the Ford

Mustang badge in red, white and blue on each side behind
the front wheels arches.  Registered in Texas, the number
plate reads 1965 Texas BLN 932.

1:87 
SCALE

N SCALE

SCALE PRICE
NAEC009 1:148 £6.45

NEWAEC Matador Artillery
Tractor - RA, Malta

SCALE PRICE
NTRAIL002 1:148 £3.95

NEWMobile Trailer - RAC

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
87MU65003 1:87 £4.95

NEW1965 Ford Mustang Convertible -
Wimbledon White/Guardsman Blue
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit SWB Low Roof - Stobart Rail
The Oxford Ford Transit comes in several formats and for
this latest release, we see it as a short wheelbase with
low roof as used by Stobart Rail Civil Engineering. In
white with blue and red graphics, the van is registered
BT62 NTF.  The interior as well as the exterior trim are
all in black. Additional graphics include the blue and
silver Ford badge in the centre of the radiator and
printed on the offside back door.  And the scale is
absolutely right for a lineside place on your modern
railway layout! It is also a perfect partner for the long
wheelbase Hi-Top Stobart Rail version of the Ford
Transit which we reviewed in Issue 188. 

Ford Transit 50th
Anniversary Set,
Mk1, Mk3, Mk5 -
White
Here at Oxford, we
are celebrating the
50th Anniversary of the
Ford Transit with a set of three vans, 
each marking the evolution of the marque.  
Each of the models has already been produced
separately, each comprising the first release off the new 
tooling.  Packaged here as a set, they present a great opportunity
for a seasonal gift for the Ford enthusiast in your life.
This great set comprises: 76FT001 - Ford Transit Mk5, 
FT3001 - Ford Transit MK3 and 76FT1001 - Ford Transit MkI.

Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - 
North Western Road Car Company
A lovely bright red and cream colour
scheme has been chosen for the latest
release on the classic Leyland Royal 
Tiger Coach from the early 1950s
period. Manufactured by Leyland
between 1950-1954, their successful
design was adopted by many coach
companies up and down the country
and here we see it as used by the
North Western Road Car Company. 
Our replica is travelling to London
according to the destination board, 
registered FDB 603. Interior seating is red 
while the exterior includes red wheels, lots of 
chrome work, gold company lettering and the detailed

Leyland Tiger marque on the front of the coach beneath
the split windscreen. 

NEW
SET!

SCALE PRICE
76LRT007 1:76 £14.95

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger Coach - 
North Western Road Car Co.

SCALE PRICE
76FT012 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Transit SWB 
Low Roof - Stobart Rail

SCALE PRICE
76SET37 1:76 £14.95

NEWFord Transit 50th Anniversary
Set, Mk5, Mk3, Mk1 - White
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1:76 SCALE    
Mobile Trailer - Benny-Burger 
The Oxford miniature Mobile Trailer has appeared in
some wonderful guises since its launch as ‘Bob’s Hot
Dogs’ some years ago and food has been a key theme
throughout.  This time it is the turn of the Benny-
Burger van, registered 83N 8URG and complete
with roofboard.  The fast food trailer is highly
visible in red and bright yellow with colourful
advertising graphics on the side.  Boasting that you
won’t find a better burger across the roofboard, 
try the illustrated Skyscraper on the side 
of the van ‘Can you handle it’ asks the
strapline.  There are also ‘sides’
advertised including fries, ketchup,
cola, as well as strawberry, vanilla
and banana shakes.  Still hungry?
Knowing that these wonderful
little fast food vans are a
prominent feature at a show
or fairground near you, this is
not a menu to be devoured
before a ride on the roller coaster!

Scammell Pioneer Artillery Tractor - Silcock Bros
As the name suggests, the Scammell Pioneer was essentially a
military vehicle used extensively by the British Army in World War
II. Built between 1937 and 1945, its power proved equally useful in
post-war civilian life where it lent itself particularly well to the
heavy haulage needs in the Showmen world.  Several of Oxford’s
releases on the Pioneer have brought to life some of the 
famous names in the world of the fairground, where
Silcock Brothers share top billing.  

SCALE PRICE
76TR011 1:76 £6.95

NEWBenny Burger Mobile Trailer

SCALE PRICE
76TR007 1:76 £6.95

Mobile Trailer Hard Wok Cafe
SCALE PRICE

76WM002 1:76 £5.25

Whitby Mondial Ice
Cream Van - Dimascio's

SCALE PRICE
76SP003 1:76 £11.95

Pioneer Recovery -
Traylen’s Funfair 

SCALE PRICE
76SP010 1:76 £11.95

NEWScammell Pioneer - 
Silcock Bros

SCALE PRICE
76BD013 1:76 £19.95

Bedford OX Booking 
Office - Billy Smart’s

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Routemaster - Christmas 2015 Model
The Christmas model
will be sent out to
Standard and Platinum
members before the
end of December.

SCALE
SP092 1:76

Routemaster - 
Christmas 2015 Model

AR94AR95AR96

AR99 AR98 AR97AR100AR101AR102AR43a

AR104 AR103 AR51bAR105AR106AR107AR108

AR111 AR110 AR109AR112AR113AR114AR115

AR115 Horse Power: In the late 1940s you would see more deliveries by
horse-drawn vehicles than by motor vehicles.  Householders looked out for
manure dropped in the road; it would be immediately scraped up and added
to the compost heap.  Whenever there was a fuel shortage or petrol

rationing, horse vehicles would reappear on the streets; in 1939, 
in the 1956 Suez crisis, and even during the 1973 Arab oil embargo. 
Here we collect together descriptions of vehicles drawn by horses
(and some other animals). AR116

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 

ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW
Tooling! OR76AR001 - £99.95

BR Late 30583
We are proud to introduce the first working
locomotive in the Oxford Rail series.  The model is
highly detailed.
l Smooth running 5 pole motor
l Pick ups on all drive wheels and rear wheel set
l High definition livery specification

l Separately fitted detail components
l Motor gearing to reflect scale speed operation
l Highly detailed cab interior
l NEM Couplings
l DCC Ready

There will be more additions to the Oxford Rail
programme during 2016

OR76MW7007 - £9.95
884 F Warren & Co

OR76MW7008 - £9.95
336 John Blindells Black Vein Steam Pontypool
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